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i bought the 2d version of this software and i cannot get it to install on my mac. i have lion. someone else told me i need to install acrobat 10 to get the 3d acrobat to work. i do not have that either. i hate to just throw out money i do not have to accomplish something. if you would please help, i would
appreciate it. what a great product, i will be using it a lot now that it works with macs. i was actually looking for a solution to 3d print some parts for my car. this product just makes that a breeze, i can now do exactly what i was searching for, and a lot more. thank you so much! this software is wonderful. i
have been using it for over 2 years now. it works great with sketchup for windows. now that we have version 7, i am happy to see it works with mac os x. i use it everyday to create my models. i have been a long time student of the sketchup software. i have always wanted to be able to use the program for

mac, and now this day has come. i believe that v-ray for sketchup is the best sketchup plugin to use. i downloaded it right away! this plugin is amazing! i have always wanted to use sketchup on mac, so when i got v-ray for sketchup this morning, i was so excited. i love this plugin, it gives me so much
flexibility to turn my sketchup model into a game. this plugin has literally changed the way i do business in interior design. i go to sketchup, model a room in my mind, shoot out a few concepts to determine how the room will look in reality, and then i go to photoshop to create the final images. i now use

photoshop to create and light the images, then i go back to sketchup for detailing and texturing. now, i can use sketchup to give me the room in my mind that i am looking for and immediately use photorealism to bring it to life.
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